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discretionary funds was allocated to prime Sponsors, 18 percent directly to community-based organizations, and 6 percent to an assortment of other organizations, including schools and private employers (DOL, 1980b; also DOL, 1981).
The message these figures drive hörne is that, regardless of how important research and evaluation were to the mission of knowledge development, service delivery was the main activity performed with discretionary money and the organizations performing that service delivery were not, by their nature, sympathetic to research and evaluation.
Organization and management problems were not limited just to the organizational alliances spawned by discretionary funding.  There were at least two other spheres that demanded active and continuous atten-tion.  One of these spheres was the CETA delivery System, represented by prime Sponsors and their local contractors.  The other was what might be called the "policy System," composed of actors outside OYP who were consumers of knowledge development products, some of whom were involved in developing the administration's youth employment proposal.
The CETA Delivery System
The CETA delivery System was both the operating base for most YEDPA activities and the major source of practical Implementation problems faced in the knowledge development process.  It would have been pos-sible, at least in theory, to run demonstration projects outside the CETA system, by creating "hot-house" projects designed, run, and evaluated by researchers. This approach was antithetical to both the legislative Charge that accompanied YEDPA and to Taggart's strategy for using knowledge development äs a management tool.  By insisting that the knowledge development process be run through the existing delivery system, Congress and OYP achieved a degree of involvement and practical experience that would otherwise have been impossible, but they also bought all the political and administrative problems that accompany that system.
Prime Sponsors represented units of local government; the adminis-trators of local prime Sponsors, äs well äs their local constituent organizations, were a political force in their communities and in Congress. When knowledge development imposed demands on local prime Sponsors that they considered to be unreasonable, and when OYP refused to concede, prime Sponsors had alternative routes of political access through which to get the results they wanted.  Erik Butler, a former administrator of youth programs in Boston and later executive director of the Vice President's Task Force on Youth Employment said, "When MDRC came to talk to us about the Entitlement project, they were talking research, while we were talking program.  The issue was how to accom-modate their interests and ours." Marion Pines, a nationally visible employment and training administrator from Baltimore, took her com-plaints about the reporting and administrative demands of the entitle-ment project directly to Congress, making a plea for more local control over design decisions.  This tension between national objectives and

